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5 Welcome, Register, Opening Ceremony, Introduction to Programme  

10 ACTIVITY: Save the Seas 

Did you know that litter from the land can end up in the oceans and 

can kill sea creatures and be harmful to humans!  Litter floating on 

the sea’s surface can block out the sunlight to plants and creatures 

that live in the water.  Sea creatures and sea birds can get tangled in 

rope, wire and bits of plastic.  Litter, especially plastic bottles, 

breaks down into smaller pieces and many sea creatures mistake this 

for food, eat it and die.  People and animals can also get sick from 

eating larger fish that have eaten jelly fish that have eaten tiny bits 

of plastic!! 

Look at some pictures of sea creatures and see if the Squirrels can 

identify them.  Think about what creatures might eat the larger fish – 

bears and otters for example, and, of course, humans!! 

 

Pictures of sea creatures 

10 GAME: Plastic Pick-up 

o Spread a collection of different types of plastic bottles across 

one end of the meeting place – water, fizzy drinks, shampoo, 

shower gel, household goods 

o The Squirrels spread out across the other end of the hall with 

a large plastic bag, bin or trug placed behind them 

o Everyone must be ready to run down and pick-up a bottle! 

Call out the Squirrels by name (2 or 3 at a time if the Drey is 

large), they then run down the hall pick up a bottle, run back 

and place it in the receptacle behind them! They return to 

their place ready to run again! 

 

Collection of different 

types of empty, clean 

plastic bottles (at least 2 

per Squirrel) 

Large plastic bag, bin or 

trug 

20 

approx.

10 mins 

per sea 

creature 

CRAFT: Sea Creatures 

Jelly fish and small fish are most affected by plastic ocean litter; 

why not turn empty plastic bottles into these beautiful sea creatures!! 

To make a jelly fish and small fish:  

o Pre-prepare an empty plastic bottle for each Squirrel by 

cutting off the bottom part so it makes a shallow dish shape – 

this will become the jelly fish. The upper part of the bottle 

will become the small fish! Pierce a hole in the centre of the 

base and another on the side of the bottle, thread through a 

length of elastic thread and knot in place. The creatures will 

be able to bob up and down as though they are swimming in 

the ocean! The Squirrels will be able to create their own jelly 

fish and fish from these pieces! 

 

An empty small plastic 

drink bottle without a top 

per Squirrel 

Elastic thread  

Double sided sticky tape, 

strong adhesive tape, 

PVA glue (watered 

down), pots & brushes 

Scissors, art & collage 

materials, self-adhesive 

googly eyes 

Newspapers, wipes, 

kitchen roll 
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Jelly fish 

o Stick some double sided sticky tape along the inside edge of 

the ‘jelly fish’ shape – the Squirrels can peel off the 

protective backing and press strips of coloured collage 

material (crepe & tissue paper, bubble wrap, shiny curling 

ribbon, wrapping paper, etc.) on to it to create the jelly fish 

tentacles 

o Add self-adhesive googly eyes!! 

 

Small fish 

o Squeeze the cut end of the bottle together and secure with 

strong tape to make the fish shape 

o Place newspapers on the floor as the area could get sticky! 

o The Squirrels can brush diluted PVA glue onto their fish 

shape and decorate with torn up pieces of tissue or crepe 

paper.  Baker Ross stocks small tissue paper circles which 

are ideal for this craft!  Visit www.bakerross.co.uk for these 

and lots more craft materials! 

o Add fins, a tail and some bright eyes and the little fish is 

ready to swim!! 

Everyone could sing the song below while making their sea 

creatures swim! 

 

 

10 GAME: Sharks in the Sea 

o Mark out a large circle on the floor – this is the sea! 

o Choose a Squirrel to be the ‘shark’, who stands in the middle 

of the circle 

o The rest of the Drey stands outside the circle, they are the 

other sea creatures 

o The ‘shark’ says, ‘Swim in the sea!’ and the Squirrels 

quickly step in and out of the sea while the ‘shark’ tries to 

touch as many of them as he or she can while a Leader 

counts to 10 (or 5 or 20, depending on how fast or slow you 

wish the game to be played and the number in your Drey) 

o Change over so that everyone gets a chance to be the shark! 

 

Piece of chalk 

5 Closing, Home  
 

 

 

Swim, swim, swim along 
(tune: Row, row, row your boat) 

 

Swim, swim. Swim along, 

In the sea so blue! 

We might meet a great big shark 

and a jelly fish too! 
 

Each time you sing the song, let the Squirrels change the ‘shark’ to another undersea creature, such as 

crab, fish, eel, seal, etc.! 


